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1. Introduction 

A unique approach la emerging of precision calculations of 
electroweak radiative corrections to basic parameters and processes 
within the Glashow-Weinberg-Salam (GWS) theory /1,2/. It seems 
worthwile to treat the W-decay width within this approach as has 
recently been done for the Z-boeon decay /3/. Whereas electroweak 
corrections to W-decays into two quarks have not been considered 
so far In the literature, we feel also some usefulness of a re
examination of decays into leptons /4,5/ : 

W->%fd(r), % = u,c> 1d°<*J- {z} 

The caleulational scheme ie defined an folJowe: 
1, On mass shell renornialization combired with the relatione 

Mi 
SU%*SZ= 1- jjT » / - е Л 

2. Numerical determination of the ,av.i» loeor вте'.ог throuph 
°^ & Mn . Especially, it follows that 

( 4 : 

The Sr is shown In Pip. 1. It c c r t u n p t.̂ i» *»ject г'чгеак oi;r-lDop 
corrections io moor decay / 1 , 7 / аг.-i ip alno re poneiMe for the ra
diative паве shif t of the gauge hoeor. nasses /4 , compared to 

/o) i 

Mw л as beinp calculated in Porn approximation froci olher 
ot'Eervablep. 

Althourh we do not consider the production of heaw fertiions, the 
incjusion of the maso-corrected phase-space factor /f/ would lead 
to a quite pood description of such procees based or. the resul ts 
preernted he^e. 
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Alternatively, instead of /7, one may choose the W-boson mass 
as an experimental input and derive "g itemiivelys 

*-"-('-£ •</L 

(4a) 
3. The use of electroweak form factors allows a clear and simple 
interpretation of observablea in the OTS theory without need of 
process-dependent changes of basic parameters of the theory. 
4. Instead of the fine structure constant oL , the ft" -decay 
Fermi constant /C is used for the normalisation of weak 
processes: 

The last point deserves some comment. The only independent coupling 
constant of the theory is chosen to be oi. , and it should be 
used to calculate cross sectione and to define Born approximations. 
The S/~ perturbatively connects o(. and £ . The с£шЫ(о) 
is a truly low energy coupling constant, whereas £„, even if 
measured from a low energy process (e.g. muon decay) is connected 
with an energy scale of the order of /fj ц/ , the masses of 
the exchanged particles which determine the dynamics of weak pro-
ceases. Inserting into (6) instead of d (0) the oiCM^ ) «= 1/it.8 
draatically reducee the correction £ л to some smaller £ л ' . 
So, Gu. i B t h e preferred coupling for all weak processes. 
Alorg the lines described we calculate the electroweak form factors 

Pw of W-boson decaye (1,2) as functions of fl), , the t-quark 
mass, and of Мц , the higgs boson mass. To be physically well-
defined, hadronic partial widths should remain finite in the limit 
of vanishing masses of the produced light quarks ( U, d, 5 ) . We 
take into account the undetected emission of one real photon without 
any cut corresponding to the proper definition of a width. Together 
with the loop corrections, this ensures an infrared finite result 
and, in accordance with the Kinoshita-Lee-Hauenberg theorem /8/, 
the absence of maaa singularities, Masses of quarks of "intermediate 
weight" /??£ and Pic also may be neglected both due to the same 
reason and since their proper mass effects are very small, 

Rig /My & 3x10 . Therefore, we only take into account non-
vanishing mass corrections from the top-quark which may be treated 
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within perturbative QCD /9/. For quark production we add the QCD-
eorreotion due to one-gluon exchange. In Section 2 the derived for
mulae are presented, and Section 3 contains numerical results. In 
the Appendix some details on Ьгешв strati lung and on the loop func
tions used may be found. 
2. Formulae 

The following matrix element corresponds to the diagrams of 
Fig. 2: 

ц'№&£№& (<*)">. 
(7) 

where Kif i B t n * Kobayashi-Maskawa mixing matrix ( K;: — 6"<j 
for leptontO, GJ?(f) is W -boson polarization vector and the form 
factor ^ w = / + $'£'"' may be taken from /7/. Compared to Z-boeon 
decays /3/, there are two differences. While Z-boson decay Is desc
ribed by two form factors ftt i n t n e approximation adopted 
here, for the decays (1,2) the full matrix element is projected 
by the W-boson couplings onto one structure У (i+)(s) • On the ot
her hand, the gauge-invariant separation of photonic corrections 
from pure weak ones Is possible in Z-boson decays but not In W-bo-
eon decays. Intrinsically, tbe electrodynamics of a charged, massive 
vector boson is well-defined only in conjunction with some other, 
broken gauge interaction. As a consequence, a gauge-invariant QED 
correction to W-decay cannot be separated. To get a physically mea
ningful result, one has to add to /Af/ of (7) the bremsstrahlung 
contribution $ /* of Fig.3. Finally, the normalization <?*• of 
the widths will be replaced by 6^ (aee(6))s " 

The electroweak radiative corrections in (8) are contained in 
f)Vk/ 

one form factor у which measures the channel-dependent devia
tion of the coupling strength from £M . The explicit expression 
for P is derived in the Appendix. Into (в) we included the 
one-gluon-exchange correction whose strength is determined by the 
strong interaction constant od fHv) • por quark production is 
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~ Pig. 1. The electroweak correction factor 
as function at fll , 

Fig. 2. Vertex corrections to W-decay into 
two light fermione in the unitary gauge. 
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С;/3=Т>1 = { and for lepton production C{= 1 ,Pi'° . Since 
gluons are flavour-blind, these corrections are the same both in 
W- and Z-boeon decays, and we may take them from the latter /(>/. 

3, Results 
If not stated otherwise, the discussion will be based on the 

following set of parameters: tf » 93 GeV, tfl,* 40 GeV, MH • 100 GeV. 
Prom (4,5) one tteratively derives ЬГ = 0.070 - 0.002, 
A » 38.65 GeV and Mw = 82.03 GeV. A systematic tabulation of 

Mw for a wide range of parameters may be found in '10/. Tbe 
error quoted for $T is due to the hadronic vacuum polarization 
/10/, The error correlation between /V, , Мц/ , and А Ш»У be 
derived most simply from the relation JhM =A • * n expression 
equivalent to (4,4a); 

(M'-A1)^ - (zM5-Mt)dMt = */</>«* 

dA- Uj(lr). 
*- (10) 

An immediate consequence of (10) is that for an experimental error 
of В'Мз • 10° M»V as is expected from e +e~ -annihilation near 
the Z-boeon pole at SLC/LEP, the uncertainty in Мщ is mainly due 
to ЬМ} 1 > » 

Equation (11) estimates the influence of an experimental uncertainty 
in /ij on the theoretical prediction of / , namely for 
£«., . 100 lleV: SrW/rV=3$ftW. 0.45*. 

In Born approximation, both the laptonic and hadronic decay 
channels of the Я-boeon have equal probability (up to the factor 

%'bik%£-№k)'Mtt,v- (12) 

'Por ft n^ • 50 MaV the error of A has to Ьэ taken into account 
too. 
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In case of three generations, the total width becomes 

'о,М ">* \2SL0 
(13) 

where we have separated out the decay rate into final states con
taining a X -quark, Bince fIL is yet unknown. 

The discussion of radiative corrections in the scheme chosen 
has to comprise the Influence of Мц/ and ^ w , both of them 
being dependent on PI, and My (of oouree, /1}^ is representati
ve for any quark doublet with a large mass splitting). Por given 

My , the one-loop corrections are contained in f"^ ehown in 
Fig. 4. As may be explicitly seen from (9, A.4-6 ), the influence 
of the charges of the final particles is extremely small so that 
we may neglect the channel-dependence of electroweak corrections 
henceforth: 

(14) 

The magnitude of Bf-f- I is typically of an order of 0.7* . As 
has been expected in the Introduction, it is really small compa
red to J r » 7j( and ' £/*£= i>% and is due to the use of G^ 
instead of oC (0). 

An interesting feature of observables is their dependence on 
yet undetermined parameters of the theory, the masses Я. and 

Иц . A smooth dependence of the form factor f on MH 

1B negligible in the interval 100-1000 GeV, and is weak between 
10 and 100 OeV (smaller than 0,1%). The influence of PL is more 
interesting as may be seen from Fig, 4. Whereas bf>u/ approaches 
a nearly constant value of -0.8* for large /J , one observes 
a sharp peak at about 82 GeV; the if-quark mass has its largest 
influence for comparably small values. This may easily be unders
tood. As a result of the «normalization procedure, certain eelf-
energy functions and their derivatives contribute to Mw fw Г* • 
Those of them which represent loops with ~fr -quark exchange ahow 
some threshold behaviour near П. « M^ /i. *»i />£ •= Мш (for 

M, ж о ) leading to the peak of Pw (see also the Appendix). 
The fw -dependence on /», is ae follows i 
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dC_ - d-Hw / u/ 3 Mj Ac А 1Л* _,_ ./««/ 

= -o.sil(tr)+iF ( i 5 ) 

In Pig. 5 we plot 

Г7^//„) ( 1 6 ) 
This quantity exhibits the combined dependence of / through 

$ w and Pw on tfl, fly at fixed Мл • Ь> contrast to the form 
factor P1" £"' is nearly independent of /% up to П • 100 GeV 
and tben strongly raises due to £/~ . Evidently, the electroweak 
radiative corrections are not necessarily small In the scheme eho-

are in the reaction 
g+g~—» W^W »t the threshold where the shape of the cross 
section is determined mainly by (E- £^j)r )А~V/A1 /, This reaction 
also allows a precise determination of /f , may be, with even 
better accuracy than that of ffg /12/. Then,one should use Мщ/ 
as an experimental input and calculate //g from Eq. 4a. Within 
such an approach all the radiative corrections In W-decay are con
tained in Р и / , which simplifies the above analysis considerably. 
As a consequence, now tbey are small (not exceeding 1.5%) even for 
quite large masses of tbe t-quark and tbe biggs boson. They are 
comparable to the uncertainty from the gauge boson masses (at 

SM^ - 100 MeV, BrW/fW с 0.596) and, of relevance in the quark 
channel, to the error in QCD-correotlons ( о «J /jj c: 20% for 
°ts /Я = 5*» yi«"ing to a ST* ' /Г" ~ 0.8Ж). A plot of /"* 
against Hv , with parameter ft) , has been shown for the leptonic 
decay channel in /5/. Strictly speaking, tbls may be compared to 
our results only when we adopt Пи/ as an independent input 
quantity since fw[Mg Мщ, (Ht,>%, Мм У, %Alte ""«rent from 
fVkfalb.Wl*,/%,*,]• »»* a l n c e t b l e «**•*•*>• i" О(otl) , 
one may neglect it. Really, we agree with /5/ wltbin tbe accuracy 
of tbelr figures. 

To summariae, in a slightly different and more transparent 
representation we reproduce tbe results of /5/ for tbe leptonic and 
show additionally for tbe quarkonic decay channels of the W-boson 
that electroweak radiative corrections are below one percent for a 
wide range of Л/ , ft fi It Г is written in terms of My <$ . 
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Г и/ _ 
so that the Born approximation (12,13) remains applicable with 
high precision. 

Appendix 

Here we present the expressions contributing to the electro-
weak form factor P M / : 

J J ' (A.D 
The bremsstrahlung of Fig. 2 for the proceas W—+?4}JQ has to 
be integrated aver the complete photon phase space. The matrix 
element is 

- # t lr +6.1 - (ь +<<• -?М)фШ^Ш 
' (A.2) 

where СЬ= О (i) corresponds to the unitary ('t Hooft - Feynman) 
gauge and (X, - fa, ft+fe) • The calculation has been done using 
SCHDONSCHIP /13/. It is a nontrivial but a straight-forward appli
cation of the methods developed in /14/. The result is the same in 
both gaugee: 

'*M+**«<- &*+*)- * ^ А ' £ +°№0 • 
*rt (A'3) 

The sum of "~l * n c i o f diagrams of Fig. 1 with photon 
exchange (which are taken from /7/) is infrared-finite: 

»4- - * [ f - f **«*/• (A.4) 
It differs from the result quoted in /15/ for <*&•= О (leptonio de
cay mode) in the *t Hooft Peynman gauge by a nonlogarithmic gauge-
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dependent term from the vertex correction. The rest of diagrams of 
Pig. 1 together with - S T = -^M)X will be used to define 8ft 

(A.5) 
Here, IL~ f-Sg , the W-functions and V/x. »K» i n are from /7/, 
their t-quark mass dependence from /3/. A closer inspection show? 
that the peaking of J * mainly ie due to 4/p(-l) , the finite 
part of the W-boaon wave function renormallzation constant which 
has an extremum at F'rf/Mw** • 0.862 for П, - 76.2 GtV, 
Mu - 82.0 GeV, if M* » 93.0 0«V. The f»t -dependence of WF(-l) 

WF(Liyr)^u/C-,,0)+&r~£-rl+{<-r*)6,//-t/. 
л 

l y , w« get the gauge-indej 
decay 

F ina l ly , w« get the gauge-independent ce-factor of J ^ in * -

(A.6) 
The channel-dependence i s contained in two tense: 

(A. 7) 
for /7j « 93 GeV, И if - 100 GeV, flh «• 40 GeV. The dependence 
on )VI, /lly i s only due to the ir influenoe on /f^ ( i . e . of 
order о^* ) . 
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Нардин Д.'О. , Риманн С , Риманн Т. E2-86-I69 
Однопетлевые электрослабые поправки к распаду 
заряженного векторного бозона 
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на, T(W -• lv, ud, cs ). Результаты представлены в терминах 

ш 
электрослабого формфактора р . Изучается его зависимость от 
массы t-кварка mt и массы бозона X.irrca Мн- Показано, что ти
пичная величин.-, p w - I - порядка I/», разница p ) v - p q q-
очень мала (0,045 % ) . Детально обсуждается используемая схе
ма вычислений. 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории теоретической физики 
ОИЯИ. 
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